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 Here is my premise:

Mankind is busy destroying the ecosystem to a point that it may drastically affect our quality of life. It
will probably also cause untold suffering and deaths in the next 30, 40 or 50 years if we do not change our
course of action.

I think we can agree that there are numerous societies and countries across the world that are pretty
screwed up. I am not going to except the USA as I believe that we are a society based on capitalism. The
heart of capitalism is greed, one of the worse human traits.

The well being of individuals are based on environmental and societal conditions.

My question:

To me the above implies that any God does not care for the world or societies at large.

If this supernatural being does not care for societies in general why should I believe that it would care for
me as an individual in particular? And if he does care about me in particular, why would he sit up such a
system where my well being has historically been on a precipice?

Suggested Corollary Question:

I prefer the why does he/she/it hate amputees question. You can make up a god who acts exactly like
what you just described, gives you free will etc. to screw up the planet. Me, I want to know about why
he/she/it/they hate the amputees.

We all hear stuff about 30 folks dying horribly in a flaming bus wreck/hotel collapse/earthquake etc but
one kid survives and it’s a miracle. Or someone recovers from cancer and it’s a miracle. So why has a
foot or arm never grown back, never in the history of mankind? Does god just hate amputees? You would
think that after all the virgins thrown into lava pits, gays bashed, funky hats worn whatever, we would of
hit on the right sequence of makes god happy shit to make him grow just one finger back but its never
ever happened. Never. 

What’s up with that?
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